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News From Around PA
Following a Grand Jury
recommendation, House Bill
643 would ensure that there
are no time limits for
prosecuting infanticide. It
would also expand the
window of opportunity for
prosecuting illegal late-term
abortions to five years.
Gov. Tom Wolf announced
Dept. of Revenue Secretary
Eileen McNulty will retire on
April 21. The department’s
current Deputy Secretary for
Tax Policy, C. Daniel Hassell,
will become acting revenue
secretary.

Six pieces of bipartisan
legislation to curb illegal
immigration throughout the
Commonwealth have been
introduced in the State
House.
Bills
include
requiring all employers to
enroll in E-verify and
withholding state funding
from "sanctuary" campuses
and cities.

On the other hand, Philly
Democrat State Rep Chris
Rabb has introduced a bill
that would bar state law
enforcement agencies from
cooperating with the federal
government on immigration.
News from National Scene
ABC's 20/20 recently aired a
totally misleading "expose`
on Christian "gay conversion
camps" which
tried to
"convert" kids from "gay" to
"straight." The two Alabama
boarding schools the show
concentrated on have been
closed, directors have been
sentenced to 20 years in
prison for child abuse and no
police or court reports
mention sexual orientation
anywhere. All the kids were
subjected to abuse.
The Southern Poverty Law
Center claims the “number
of anti-Muslim hate groups
increased almost three-fold
in 2016.” Of course, this is a
group that, until recently,
listed a sign outside a bar in
Allegheny County as a 'hate
group',
lists
pro-family
groups it doesn't like and
even individuals as 'hate
groups,' but, in co-operation
with the Muslim Public
Affairs Council, it refuses to

list anti-Semitic groups like
CAIR as a hate group.
The
homosexual
lobby
group,
Human
Rights
Campaign, is calling on
Secretary of State Tillerson
to remove two individuals
from the UN Commission on
the Status of Women
because they are part of
groups that "peddle hatred
toward LGBTQ people and
their families." The groups
are C-Fam and Heritage
Foundation.
WY Supreme Court censured
Judge Ruth Neely for saying
she could not "marry" a
same-sex couple because of
her Christian beliefs. She has
never been asked to perform
such a "marriage" and state
law does not require that she
perform any marriages.
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